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Concerns Strategies Success Criteria Evaluation Suggestions 

Integrate value education 

and Catholic core values 

into English lessons. 

 

 Teachers discuss 

teaching strategies 

which integrate value 

education and 

Catholic core values 

into English lessons 

 Students develop 

positive values 

through 

cross-curricular 

activities 

 Stories with value 

education are shared 

to students through 

morning reading time 

and Online Reading 

platform 

 The theme ‘Love and 

Truth’ is addressed 

and discussed in 

English lessons and 

cross curricular 

activities 

 Through lesson observation and 

co-planning record, it is shown 

that teachers share their ideas 

about effective ways to integrate 

positive values in the mainstream 

teaching 

 Value education is embedded in 

cross curricular activities  

 According to the school-based 

questionnaire study, 70% or more 

students think that they learn 

about the value of love and truth 

during morning reading time, 

English lessons and 

cross-curricular activities 

 According to the school-based 

questionnaire study, 70% or more 

English teachers agree that the 

cross curricular activities can help 

students to understand more about 

love and truth 

 According to the school-based 

questionnaire study, 70% of more 

English teachers agree that 

holding reading activities (e.g. 

online reading, morning reading 

time etc.) is a good way to pass on 

positive values to students 

 Value education and catholic core 

values elements can be seen in 

scheme of work, project learning, 

cross curricular activities as well as 

in lesson observations, the theme 

‘Love and Truth’ is addressed in 

English lessons. For example, 

students were asked to express their 

love to people around by designing a 

good a family trip and  

 According to the results of the 

school-based questionnaire study, 

more than 90% students think that 

they learn about the value of love 

and truth during English lessons and 

activities 

 According to the results of the 

school-based questionnaire study, 

100% English teachers agree that the 

cross curricular activities can help 

students to understand more about 

love and truth 

 According to the results of the 

school-based questionnaire study, 

100% English teachers agree that 

holding reading activities is a good 

way to pass on positive values to 

students  

 Value education and 

catholic core values 

should continue to be 

integrated into English 

lessons and learning 

activities 

 As reading will continue 

to be a main part of 

English teaching and 

learning, reading 

materials should always 

be carefully chosen to 

pass on positive values to 

students 

 It has been successful 

embedding positive 

values into reading 

activities, cross curricular 

activities and other 

learning activities. The 

teaching team can further 

investigate how students 

can experience positive 

values and Catholic core 

values by hands-on 

experience 
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Concerns Strategies Success Criteria Evaluation Suggestions 

Provide diversity of 

learning platform to 

students in order to 

develop students’ 

potential talents and build 

up their confidence. 

 Hold various 

activities in English 

Weeks to provide fun 

and authentic English 

learning experience 

for students  

 Continue to develop 

a school-based 

speaking curriculum 

for P.4-P.5 to build 

up students’ 

confidence in 

speaking in English 

in authentic settings 

 Arrange performance 

opportunities for 

English Puppet Team 

to allow students to 

develop potential 

talents 

 Hold Spelling Bee 

Competitions for 

students to build up 

confidence in 

spelling  

 Provide opportunities 

for students to 

present their talent 

(e.g. performing 

magic tricks) in 

English on School 

Open Day 

 Various activities are held in 

English Weeks  

 According to the school-based 

questionnaire study, 70% or more 

students agree that the activities 

held in English Weeks are 

meaningful learning experience 

 According to the school-based 

questionnaire study, 70% or more 

English teachers agree that the 

activities held in English Weeks 

provide students authentic English 

learning experience 

 According to the school-based 

questionnaire study, 70% or more 

P.4-P.5 English teachers agree that 

the school-based speaking 

curriculum allows students to 

build up their confidence in 

speaking in English 

 According to the school-based 

questionnaire study, 70% or more 

English teachers agree that the 

Spelling Bee Competitions can 

help build up confidence in 

spelling 

 According to the school-based 

questionnaire study, 70% or more 

participated students agree that the 

School Open Day allows them to 

develop and present their talents 

 English Weeks have been done in 

face-to-face setting as well as online. 

Various activities were done 

 According to the results of the 

school-based questionnaire study, 

more than 90% students agree that 

the activities held in English Week 

are interesting learning experience 

for them 

 According to the results of the 

school-based questionnaire study, 

100% English teachers agree that the 

activities held in English Weeks 

provide students authentic English 

learning experience 

 Due to various restrictions brought 

by the pandemic situation, most 

activities of the P.4-P.5 school-based 

speaking curriculum and the Spelling 

Bee Competitions were not able to 

be done 

 Due to various restrictions brought 

by the pandemic situation, only five 

students of the Puppet Team were 

able to join the School Open Day to 

show their talents. All of them agree 

that the occasion allows them to 

develop and present their talents 

 It has been a good 

arrangement to have 

English Weeks under the 

same theme for at least 

two weeks so students 

have more time to learn 

about that topic 

 Face-to-face as well as 

online activities are worth 

to arrange as students 

may learn from different 

setting 

 The school-based 

speaking curriculum 

provides a good 

framework of how 

students’ speaking skills 

should be trained. This 

framework should be used 

and even extended to P.6 

 Level-based Spelling Bee 

Competition should be 

worth to arrange if 

situation allows 

 If situation allows, the 

Puppet Team should be 

invited to perform for 

other students so as to 

present their talents to 

more students 
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Concerns Strategies Success Criteria Evaluation Suggestions 

Train leaders amongst 

teachers and students. 

 Provide training 

workshops to English 

ambassadors 

 Provide various 

opportunities for 

English ambassadors 

to speak publicly and 

host activities 

 Level coordinators 

lead co-planning 

meetings to facilitate 

meaningful 

professional dialogue 

 Develop a school 

based reading 

programme ‘Reading 

and Beyond’ and 

allow programme 

teachers to share 

their experience and 

teaching strategy in 

panel meetings 

 

 Every English ambassador has 

chances to speak in public and 

host activities in school events 

 According to the school-based 

questionnaire study, 70% or more 

English ambassadors agree that 

the training workshops and 

activities allow them to build up 

their confidence in becoming 

leaders 

 According to the school-based 

questionnaire study, 70% or more 

English teachers agree that level 

coordinators are able to lead 

co-planning meetings which 

facilitate meaningful professional 

dialogue 

 Teachers who join the ‘Reading 

and Beyond’ programme are able 

to share their experience in 

co-planning and panel meetings 

 

 

 

 Due to various restrictions brought 

by the pandemic situation, training 

workshops for English ambassadors 

could only be done in recess time. 

They were invited to promote 

English Week activities in the 

morning and they helped to run 

spelling games in recess 

 According to the results of the 

school-based questionnaire study, all 

English ambassadors agree that the 

activities allow them to build up 

confidence in becoming leaders as 

well as speaking in English publicly 

 According to the results of the 

school-based questionnaire study, 

more than 90% English teachers 

agree that level coordinators are able 

to lead co-planning meetings which 

facilitate meaningful professional 

dialogue 

 Due to various restrictions brought 

by the pandemic situation, the school 

based reading programme ‘Reading 

and Beyond’ has started but not fully 

established. Programme teachers, 

however, were able to share some of 

their teaching strategy in panel 

meeting 

 Having English 

ambassadors promoting 

and helping in English 

Week activities are 

interesting and authentic 

learning experiences for 

them. These should be 

continued in the coming 

years. If situation allows, 

longer training workshops 

should be provided so 

English ambassadors can 

be equipped with more 

skills in leading activities 

 Level coordinators should 

continue to lead 

co-planning meetings to 

facilitate meaningful 

professional dialogue.  

 The school-based reading 

programme ‘Reading and 

Beyond’ will continue to 

be developed in the 

coming school year. 

Programme teachers will 

be invited to share 

findings and good 

experience in the panel 

meetings 
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Balance  (As at 31st August, 2021)  

 

(a) EOEBG 

Items Budget Expense Balance 

1. Transportation Fee $1,339.00 $0.00 $1,339.00 

2. Other Minor Items $1,656.00 $4,680.00 ($3,024.00) 

3. Reference Books $309.00 $0.00 $309.00 

4. Non-durable Items $662.00 $3,621.64 ($2,959.64) 

5. Prizes $3,605.00 $2,112.10 $1,492.90 

6. Printing & Stationery $1,850.00 $1,314.50 $535.50 

7. Teaching Resources $2,085.00 $216.00 $1,869.00 

Total $11,506.00 $11,944.24 ($438.24) 

 
 

 

(b) Capacity Enhancement Grant 

Items Budget Expense Balance 

1. Salary of a full time ELTA teacher $288,000.00 $288,000.00 $0.00 

2. MPF of a full time ELTA teacher $14,400.0 $14,400.00 $0.00 

Total $302,400.00 $302,400.00 $0.00 

 

 

Teaching Team 

Subject Leader： Cheung Ka Yun         Wong Chui Shan  

Members：   Wu Wing Man          Chung Ming Wai      Tsang Chun Fung  Fung Sau Mei   Hui Tsz Chung      Lai Wai Yan 

Tay Pui Yee      Tse Tat Yuen      Chung Lai Mei  Wong Wai Lun  Lam Hon Kei       

Daniel Ferguson Peter    Ly Dau Huang 


